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happy
...kids and families

a math problem a day...
Wondering how to help your mini-mathlete avoid the 

dreaded summer brain drain? Check out bedtimemath.org. 

Started by Laura Bilodeau Overdeck—who has been adding 

a nightly math problem to her kids’ bedtime routine for 

years—the site provides daily word problems for kids to 

answer. The problems touch on real-life topics (like nutrition, 

holidays, even the Oscars), and each is modified for various 

age groups. “We have to use math in our everyday lives,” 

says Overdeck. “And we’re trying to get kids beyond the 

drilling and testing they’re used to in school—we’re trying to 

get them to see the fun side of math.”
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happy buzz

That’s the number of text 

messages the average teen 

sends or receives every 

month, according to a survey 

by the Nielsen Company—

that’s nearly 114 per day!  

To cut back on your teen’s 

texting time, have the whole 

family unplug for one  

hour every day—like at 

dinnertime or before bed.

family time 
 with dr. bartell

There are a few reasons why a child might not have been invited: Parties can 
be expensive and the more kids invited, the more it’s going to cost, so the 
child’s parents might have opted to keep the party small; the birthday boy may 
have only wanted to invite kids he considers his friends; or the child’s parents 
might be hesitant to invite behaviorally-challenged kids, like those with ADHD. 
The last reason is especially sad, since it just reinforces feelings of isolation that 
those kids could already be experiencing.

If your child is the only one in his class not invited, you should do something 
about it. But don’t confront the parent about his or her child’s bad manners—
she’ll become defensive and it hardly ever goes well. Instead, talk to your 
child’s teacher, or a school psychologist, and let her talk to the parent—this will 
also give the parent a bit of an out: maybe she forgot to include your child on 
the list of invites. 

If it turns out that your child is one of a group of many kids not invited to the 
party, then your goal is to help him cope. Acknowledge his feelings and express 
that you understand that he feels left out. This is also a good opportunity to 
remind him to always do his best to include others.

—Susan Bartell is a psychologist specializing in family-life balance,  
and author of The Top 50 Questions Kids Ask.

“My son wasn’t 
invited to his 
classmate’s  

birthday party—
and I’m not sure 
how to handle it. 

Should I talk to the 
child’s parent?”

3,417
You hear it so often: ‘My kids are too young to 
travel; they’ll get nothing from it.’ Not true.  
Children are born to travel. Get them going  
young and they develop a muscle memory for it. 

From National Geographic’s 100 Places That Can Change Your Child’s Life  
by Keith Bellows ($19, National Geographic Books).  

For tips on traveling green this summer, visit kiwimagonline.com/travel. 
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